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Mission 

-Design of a conceptual CubeSat Orbiter to Understand Mars as a System – geologic, climactic, and other 

processes and Conduct systematic search for extant life. 

General Objectives 

-Conceptual design of a CubeSat based orbiter to accomplish the following:  

 Monitor seismic activity on martian ground and atmospheric phenomenon(ie,  

sandstorms). Understand Mars as a System – geologic, climactic, and other 
processes, 

 Collect (analysis) microbial/organic samples from martian atmosphere. Conduct 
systematic search for extant life, 

 Provide reconnaissance imaging of Mars surface for lander missions 

Background 

“-A CubeSat is a type of miniaturized modular satellite for space research that usually has a module unit 
volume of one liter (10 cm cube), has a module unit mass of no more than 1.2 kilograms, and typically 

uses commercial off-the-shelf electronics components.  Individual satell ites may comprise one or more 
modules.  Each satell ite produces its own power, is designed with solar panels, and is capable of 

transmitting signals. 

CubeSat designs have been simplified so almost anyone can build them and instructions are rea dily 

available for free online. They have proven to be a very cost-effective and useful platform for low-cost 
and simple experiments in Earth orbit, and do so in a non-interference basis to the primary payload. NASA 

has successfully launched and util ized CubeSats in the past, including the historic December 2012 
deployment from the International Space Station. 

To date, a CubeSat mechanism has not been used to support Mars exploration, and the Mars program 
does not currently have any specific applications for CubeSats as Mars exploration assets. NASA is 

considering launching a CubeSat-based payload (a cube-based experiment module, an independent 
CubeSat, or constellation of CubeSats) on a future Mars exploration mission, using excess capacity on the 
mission’s  primary spacecraft.” http://spaceappschallenge.org/challenge/hitch-a-ride-to-mars/ 

http://spaceappschallenge.org/challenge/hitch-a-ride-to-mars/


Component description  

Control system 

-It will begin with the CubeSat specification by using Pumpkin's CubeSat Kit as a base for an off-
the-shelf hardware and software development and deployment solution: 

 Complete, finished and ready-for-launch CubeSat structure (2U or 3U size) with high 
strength, low mass, and exceptionally large internal volume 

 Motherboard (MB) + Pluggable Processor Module (PPM) for the actual Flight Model 
 Low-power, high-performance electronics based on PPM, using: 

 TI's 16-bit MSP430 ultra-low-power microcontroller (PPM A1|A2|A3) 
 Pumpkin's multitasking Salvo Pro RTOS software 
 Pumpkin's CubeSat Kit software libraries 
 Pumpkin's processor-specific software libraries 
 HCC-Embedded's EFFS-THIN FAT file system library for use with the CubeSat Kit's SD card 

socket 
 Plug-in modem / transceiver support and built-in USB 2.0 
 USB debug / Flash emulation tool (FET) for programming and debugging 
 Programming adapters, cables and tools 

Imaging 

-NanoCam C1U high resolution camera and sensors 

Image processing 

-Stripped Raspaberry Pi 32-Bit ARM 11 based board. Unnecessary components will be removed. 

Atmospheric sample collection and analysis system 

-Retractable extremity with an aerogel collection pad attached for sample collection. 

-Modified high resolution internal USB-enabled microscope for at least 10µm level images. 

Communications 

-ISIS VHF downlink / UHF uplink Full Duplex Transceiver Communications module 

Power system 

-NanoPower P31U Power Supply, NanoPower Quad-Battery Pack and Nanopower deployable 

solar panels (to increased sunlight exposure area because of farther distance from the sun) as 

main parts of the Power system to extend beyond the Pumpkin Kit’s basic power supply. 

  



Propulsion 

-Ion Thruster propulsion. It selected for orbit control because of high specific impulse (Isp), and 

compactability. Orbital positioning will be accomplished by the mission spacecraft.  

Orbital procedure 

It is assumed that the CubeSat is already in orbital position insertion made by the mission spacecraft.  

The orbital insertion technique used is aerobreaking. In this technique the spacecraft passes several 

times through the atmosphere reducing the speed of the spacecraft and the orbit periapsis and apoapsis 

until it has reached the desired orbit. 

The mission will be located in Mars lower orbit approx. 250km at a speed of 12.3 km/s. During this orbit 

the mission will encounter periods of 15min eclipse, assuming it is at near circular orbit.  

Lower orbit allows for image captures due camera feature limitations. 

Key analysis criteria 

Techniques 

-Eularian video magnification (developed at MIT - http://people.csail.mit.edu/mrub/vidmag/) 

for observing seismic activity and possibly for atmospheric research. The goal of this technique 

“is to reveal temporal variations in videos that are difficult or impossible to see with the naked 

eye and display them in an indicative manner”. Eulerian Video Magnification “takes a standard 

video sequence as input, and applies spatial decomposition, followed by temporal filtering to 

the frames. The resulting signal is then amplified to reveal hidden information”, as shown in 

image below from above URL. The results of this would be transmitted back to earth for further 

analysis. 

 

 

http://people.csail.mit.edu/mrub/vidmag/


- Image shadow analysis techniques for surface objects measurements. Photographing cast 

shadows on terrain would allow the system to determine surface object diameter and height, by 

means of known sunlight incidence angles. By additional calculations and simulations in MatLab 

a 3-dimensional representation of the surface can be plotted. 

- Image processing for atmospheric activity detection and analysis (Weather pattern) 

- Image processing techniques for microorganism identification. The experiment will be enclosed 

in a controlled sterile environment. Assuming the orbit insertion phase will take advantage of 

rapid controlled skids through the atmosphere (same technique use by the Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter) to a achieve an insertion into a martian low orbit, approx. 250km from 

the surface. During one controlled skid the microorganism collector pad will be extended for 

sample collection for a period of time and then retracted to the analysis chamber. Prior to 

launch all external surfaces would be coated with a micro luminescent spray that would 

highlight microorganisms from Earth with a specific color that would possibly contaminate after 

sterilization. Martian samples would not be highlighted by the spray because it would dissipate 

during the voyage to Mars.  

 

 Fluorescent microscope image of 1μm dia. fluorescent bead on sample collection filter (left); SEM image of a of 1μm dia. 

fluorescent bead on sample collection filter, see top centre-left of image (centre); SEM image of ~10μm dia. particle on sample 

collection filter (right). Results obtained by the CASS-E experiment on Earths stratosphere (http://www.cass-e.com). Similar 

results would be expected after sample analysis.  

 

http://www.cass-e.com/

